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celebrates how Robinson Crusoe, shipwrecked on a desert island, 

manages to survive and prosper through his own resourcefulness.

This reader uses the EXPANSIVE READING approach, where the 

text becomes a springboard to improve language skills and to 

explore historical background, cultural connections and other topics 

suggested by the text. As well as the story, this reader contains:

• An introduction: Daniel Defoe and his World

• A wide range of activities practising the four skills

• Dossiers: The Slave Trade, Shipwrecks and others

• FCE-style activities and Trinity-style activities (Grades 7/8)

• Full recording of the text 
• An exit test with answer key at blackcat-cideb.com
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ROBINSON CRUSOE

KEY

PART 1
Exercise 1

1. unwise
2. foolish
3. choice
4. chance
5. coast

6. profits
7. eager
8. companion
9. trade

10. honest

GRAMMAR QUIZ  

Exercise 2
a. worst
b. best
c. farthest/furthest

d. heaviest
e. hottest
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PART 2

Tapescript
Following the captain’s advice, I spent about forty 
pounds on things of little value. These I could trade 
for gold on the coast of Africa. The voyage was a great 
success for me. Indeed, it was my only successful voyage. My friend 
the captain taught me the skills of both a sailor and a merchant. I brought 
home five pounds nine ounces of gold, which I sold in London for nearly 
three hundred pounds. Soon after our return to England, my friend died. I 
decided to do the same voyage again and signed up on the same ship with 
its new captain. As we approached the coast of Africa, we were pursued by 
a Turkish ship. After a short battle, the Turkish ship was victorious, and we 
were all taken as prisoners to the port of Sallee. 
The captain of the Turkish ship made me his slave. I was horrified by this 
surprising change from merchant to miserable slave. I remembered my 
father’s prophesy that I would be miserable, and I realized that it had 
indeed been fulfilled.

ODD ONE OUT!

Exercise 3
1. friend
2. port
3. miserable

4. slave
5. Turkish
6. vacation

GRAMMAR QUIZ

Exercise 4
1. took, taken
2. brought, brought
3. taught, taught

4. sold, sold
5. spent, spent


